HOROSPHERES AND CONVEX BODIES
IN HYPERBOLIC SPACE
L. A. SANTAI.Ó

1. Introductíon. Iii extendiiig certain tòpics froni euclkleaii to
hyperbolic geometry one finds that in certain cases the euclidean
planes transfer into lii'perbolic planes (geodèsic surfaces), wliilst in
other cases the natural analogue for hyperbolic space of the euclidean
planes are the horospiíeres (liniit spheres). I'or instance, in llie work
of Gelfand and Graev on the application of the integral geometry to
group representations [s], in passing froni euclidean to hyperbolic
space the natural analogue of euclidean planes are the horospheres.
In the present note \ve show that tlie same happens with certain integral formulae on convex bodies. If iï" is a convex body in euclidean
3-dimensional space, it is well known that tlie measure of all planes
niccting A' is equal to the integral of mean curvature ^[ of the boundary of A" (assunied of class C"^) (sec, for instance, Kendall-Moran
[6, p. 80]). In iiyperbolic space the same measure is equal to M— V,
where T is the voluine of A' [7j. However if instead of planes \ve
consider the sct of iiorospliercs which interscct A", %ve shall prove
that the measure is again Ai. We also prove, in passing, the formulae
(3.4) and (4.4) referring to horospheres which intersect a fixed curve
or a fixed surface of hyperljolic space.
2. Horospheres in hyperbolic space. We shall first review a few
notions on surfaces in hyperbolic space which will be useful for our
purposes.
In a system p, 6, </> of geodèsic polar coordinates the are element has
the form (Cartan [2, p. 240]),
(2.1)

ds' = dp^ + sinh' pide'' + sin' W*-)

and the volume element is
(2.2)

dV = sinh' pdp A (/w

where ííw = sin 0ddA<¡<t> represents the element of solid angle corresponding to tlie direction 6, </).
Between the principal radii of normal curvature r, ( ¿ = 1 , 2) at a
point P oí a surface 2 and the distances Ri from P to the contact
point of the normal to 2 at P with the envelope of the normals to 2
along the corresponding Une of curvature, the relations
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n = tanh 22<

hold (Eisenhart [4, p. 214]).
The integral of the mean curvature M of a closed surface 2 (of
class C·) is defined by

2 Jr \n

Til

where da denotes the área element of 2 .
If ka denotes the absolute or intrinsic (Gaussian) curvature and
kr= \/r\ri the relative curvature of 2 at P, since the curvature of the
hyperbolic space is — 1, we have (Cartan [2, p. 194])
(2.5)

k, = kr-

1.

For the planes (geodèsic surfaces) of the hyperbolic space, we have
¿, = 0 and therefore ka= —\. The horospheres (limit spheres) result
from spheres (i?, = constant), when Ri—*«>; therefore, for horospheres
we have ri = rj = l and ¿r = l. ^« = 0.
Let US consider a surface 2 and a horosphere H which intersect in
the curve T. Let P be a point of T and iVj, Nu the normals to 2 , H
at P, and A'' the principal normal of T at P. Let a be the angle between
Ns and N, ai the angle between Nu and N and cali ff = a+Q!i = angle
between Nx and NH. Meusnier's theorem gives
(2.6)

p = r eos a = r' eos «i

where p denotes the radius of curvature of F at f and r, r' are respectively the radii of normal curvature of 2 , / / at P corresponding to
the direction tangent to T (Eisenhart [4, p. 152], Cartan [2, p. 224]).
On the other hand, if pf and pf denote the radii of geodèsic curvature of r considered respectively as a curve of 2 and a curve of H, we
have (Eisenhart [4, p. 152], Cartan [2, p. 225])
(2.7)

p = p» sin a = p, sin «j.

Since íf is a horosphere, we have r' = 1 and from (2.6) and (2.7) we
deduce
(2.8)

pf = {r sin e)/(l - r eos 6).

3. Density for horospheres. Let 5 be a sphere of center C and
radius R in hyperbolic space. Assume that the origin of coordinates
O is exterior to S and let p+R, B, </> be the geodèsic polar coordinates
of C, p being the distance from O to 5. In order to have a measure for
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sets of spheres of radius R which are invariant under the group of
hyperbolic motions, we may take any density of the form fiR)d V,
where/(/?) is an arbitrary function of R and dV = smh*(p + R)dpAdw
is the volume element corresponding to the center C. When /?—»oo,
the spheres 5 pass to horospheres H and in order to obtain a not
constant density for sets of horospheres, we take f(R) such that
/(^)c'*—K:onstant?íO, » . Then, the density for horospheres results,
up to a constant factor,
(3.1)

dH+ = e^dp A dw

where p denotes the distance from the origin 0 to the horosphere H.
The way we have obtained this density shows that, up to a constant
factor, it is the unique one which is invariant with respect to the
group of hyperbolic motions of the space. The notation //+ indicates
that the horosphere H has its convexity towards the origin of coordinates 0.
Analogously, if we start from spheres which contain 0 in its interior,
we will have dV = sinh^{R~p)dp/\do),
so proceeding as before we get
(3.2)

áff_ = e-^dp A do,

which applies to horospheres with the concavity towards 0. We shal!
write dH for the density of horospheres, with the convention of taking dH+ or dH- according as the convexity of H is turned towards 0
or in the opposite sense.
As an application, consider a fixed curve F of length L and a moving sphere of constant radius R. If v is the number of intersection
points between F and S, the integral formula
(3.3)

/

I vdV = 2TL sinh» R

is known where d F is the volume element corresponding to the center
C of 5 and the integral is extended over all positions of 5 for which
fT^O. Formula (3.3) is well known in the euclidean case (in which
sinh R must be replaced by R) [s] and it holds with a similar prooí in
hyperbolic space taking into account that the surface àrea of the
sphere of radius R is 4ir sinh' R in this case. Multiplying (3.3) by
4c~'* and making R—*<x>, we get
(3.4)

r vdH =

IrL

where v means now the number of intersection points of F with the
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horosphere H and the integral may be consídered as extended over all
horospheres, v being zero for the horospheres which do not intersect F.
4. A differential formula on densitíes. VVe need a formula on
densities analogous to a known formula of the integral geometry of
euclidean space.
Let So, 2i be two surfaces (of class C ) in euclidean space, with So
fixed and Si moving with the kinematic density ¿Si, which intersect
in a curve F. We denote by d the angle between the normals to So,
Si and by ds the are element of F at a point P. Then Blaschke proved
the íollowing formula [ l ] ,
(4.1)

ds A dZi = sin' ddB A dao A á</>o A dai A ¿0i

where dffo, da\ denote the área elements of So, Si at P and <^o, <t>\.
denote rotations about the respective normals to So, Si at P. This
formula (4.1) has been generalized to n-dimensional euclidean space
by S. S. Chern [3], to elliptic space by Ta-Jen Wu [9] and it holds
with analogous proof in hyperbolic space [7].
Let US consider the case in which Si is a sphere of radius R and
center C. Then dI,\=dV/\d4j¡/\dT,
where d F is the element of volume
at C, di/} is the element of solid angle corresponding to the direction
CP and dr is the rotation element about the line CP. We have also
d<Ti=sinh' Rdu, dT = d<f>i and therefore (4.1) gives
(4.2)

ds AdV

= sin« 6 sinh' R dd A dao A d<f>o.

We recali that, as usual in integral geometry, we always consider
the densities in absolute valué, so there is no question of sign. Multiplying both sides oí (4.2) by 4c~'* and making R—*<x>, we get (according to §3),
(4.3)

ds AdH

= sin» BdB A dao A ¿«o

which is the formula on densities we want to obtain.
We get a first application of (4.3) by integrating over all positions
of H in which it intersects a fixed surface So of área Fo
(0^d^2ir,
Og<^oáir). We get

(4.4)

f

\dH =

T'FO

where X is the length of the intersection curve F of So and H.
5. Horospheres which intersect a convex body. Let us apply the
formula (4.3) to the case of a closed surface So of class C* intersected
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by a horosphere H. Let p, be the radius of geodèsic curvatura of the
intersection curve F, considered as a curve of the horosphere H. According to (2.8) and the Euler theorem which gives the normal curvature 1/r of So at P in terms of the principal normal curvatures 1/ri,
l/rj (a theorem which holds in hyperbolic space with the sameform
as in euclidean space, Eisenhart [4, p. 154]), we have
K" = \/p¡ = (l/sine)((cos'<í)o)/ri + (sin» (^o)/»-!!) - cot ff.
Multiplying both sides of (4.3) by icf and integrating over all positions of H with iïnSo^^O, we get:
(a) At the left side we have
r

( r K"ds\dn

= 2ir f

ndH

where n is the Euler characteristic of the 2-dimensional domain on H
which is interior to 2o and whose boundary is F. We have applied
frK^ds = 2Trn, which follows from the fact that the absolute curvatura
of / í is 0 and therefore its intrinsic geometry coincides with that of the
euclidean plane.
(b) At the right side we have

/

'*',
,
r
/"/cos»(í)o
sin2</)o\
| s i n f l | ¿ f l | </<ro I I
-+
)d«o

-TTFO f " I
J0

sin fl I cos ddO = 47rMo.

Consequently, we have

/,

ndH = 2Mo.

If we call fc-convex the surfaces which are closed and n = 1 for any
horosphere (i.e. the intersection curve F = /ír^So is simply connected
for any H), we have the
T H E O R E M . The measure of the horospheres which intersect an h-convex
surface So t5 equal to 2Mo, where Mo is the integral of mean curvature
ofl^o.

Note that every A-convex surface is convex; the converse is clearly
not true.

